Trisomy of chromosome 6.15 is not necessary for proliferation of AKR(Rb6.15)1Ald lymphoma cells.
By utilizing a unique AKR(Rb6.15)Ald (AKRb) mouse line we have been able to determine the incidence and frequency of cells with and without abnormalities of chromosome number (specifically trisomy 6.15) in spontaneous and transplanted lymphoma. The transplanted lymphoma cells were easily distinguished from the normal cells of AKR/J recipients by the presence in diploid cells of 2 metacentric and 36 acrocentric chromosomes. The majority of the cells from 17 normal control AKRb mice were diploid and trisomy 6.15 (3 metacentric and 36 acrocentric chromosomes) was not seen. In 73% of the 59 AKRb mice with spontaneous lymphoma, the majority of cells were diploid. In 54% of the mice none of the cells had trisomy 6.15, and in 22% of these mice a majority (greater than 50%) of cells had trisomy 6.15. In order to determine which of the cells from AKRb mice with spontaneous lymphoma were malignant, they were transplanted into normal young AKR/J recipient mice, and when lymphoma developed in recipients, their cells were analyzed. The majority of first passage lymphoma cells from 30 recipient mice were donor-type and the majority of these donor cells were diploid. Ten (17%) of these recipients had a majority of cells with trisomy 6.15. In order to further determine whether or not trisomic lymphoma cells had a different proliferative rate than diploid lymphoma cells, eight first passage recipient mice were used to start sequential passage lines. In two diploid lines and four trisomic lines, the same relative frequency of the trisomy was maintained in the sequential passages. However, in two trisomic lines, the frequency of lymphoma cells with three metacentric chromosomes diminished after passage. These studies suggest that aneuploidy is not necessary for proliferation of lymphoma and that diploid cells are a major part of the malignant cell population.